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ABSTRACT
High-performance memory buses consume large energy as they in-
clude termination networks, BiCMOS and/or open-drain output.
This paper introduces power reduction techniques for memory sys-
tems deliberating on burst-mode transfers over the high-speed bus
specifications such as Low Voltage BiCMOS (LVT), Gunning Trans-
fer Logic (GTL+) and Stub Series Termination Logic (SSTL2)
which are widely used. The reduction techniques take both the
static and the dynamic power consumption into account because
most high-performance bus drivers and end-termination networks
dissipate significant static power as well. Extensive performance
analysis is conducted through mathematical analysis and trace data-
driven simulations. We had reduction of 14% with random data and
up to 67.5% with trace data.

1. INTRODUCTION
Processors, memory modules, and I/O controllers still require dense
BL (board-level) or SL (system-level) buses in spite of the system-
on-a-chip trend because of performance, scalablity, resource opti-
mization, time-to-market, marketing and development strategies of
the semiconductor vendors,etc. It is well known that BL/SL bus
drivers consume much more power by orders of magnitude than
on-chip gates. This idea leads to various bus encoding techniques:
reduction of the bus activity [1, 2, 3] based on the pure CMOS logic
and reduction of low state [4] based on end-termination network
driven by the pure CMOS logic. The BL/SL buses, unfortunately,
introduce signal reflection, ground bounce, cross-talk, and heavy
output load as the operating frequency often goes over 100MHz.
Practical high-bandwidth BL/SL buses include the BiCMOS tech-
nology, termination networks, and/or open-drain/collector output
drivers in common which involve power consumption by the bus
activity and the duration of low state at the same time.
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Memory system bus is one of the most dominant BL/SL buses. It
often requires high-bandwidth at the cutting edge thus consuming
significant power. Microprocessors access DRAM arrays in burst-
mode due to embedded cache memories. Memory access patterns
thus are far different from the program data flow. Pull-up states
are often inserted between the consecutive burst-mode transfers be-
cause the access time of the first burst data is about a few times
larger than the successive ones. The address line remains in pull-
up state during the rest of the clock cycles because only the start
address of a burst sequence is driven. The assumption that address
the sequence in a program flow is preserved in main memory access
patterns [5, 1] is not valid in general for high-performance mem-
ory systems. Unless power reduction techniques are based on the
accurate model, they can achieve much smaller amount of power
reduction than they expect. Sometimes, power consumption may
even increase. Nevertheless, existing bus encoding techniques are
based on too simplified power consumption models and rule out
actual access protocols between DRAMs and a microprocessor.

This paper introduces a power-cost function and reduction tech-
niques that well reflect bus characteristics between a microproces-
sor and memory devices in view of access protocols as well as high-
performance bus specifications. This paper excludes from discus-
sion the bus encoding schemes that require significant additional
cost such as limited-weight codes [2]. Address sequences as well
as data sequences are regarded as random because of the cache
memories and the passive pull-up. So, this paper does not consider
correlation-based bus encoding schemes [6, 5, 1], either.

In this paper, empirical characterization achieved power consump-
tion models of the high-performance bus specifications. We eval-
uated the performance of the existing and the new bus-encoding
schemes in three different ways; mathematical analysis derived the
expected values, simulation studies based on uniformly distributed
random data verified the expected values, and the trace-data-driven
simulation demonstrated actual power reduction. We built a proto-
type with Xilinx 4000XL series LCA to justify the feasibility.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 SDRAM burst-mode transfer
Figure 1 illustrates a burst-mode write transfer transaction. Address
signals are driven by two steps in DRAM: asserting row address
and its strobe, and then column address and its strobe. SDRAM
operates in a similar way using command lines, but the operation
is synchronized by the clock rather than the row and the column
address strobes themselves. As shown in Figure 1, there has to be a
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Figure 1: SDRAM burst-mode write transfer transaction
(burst length = 4).

few idle clocks between row-active command and column-active
command. In addition, there has to be an idle time more than
tRCD+ tWR+ tPR between each burst-mode write transfer where
tRCD, tWR, andtPR areRASto CASdelay, write recovery time, and
precharge command period, respectively. There are thus shaded ar-
eas in the data and the address streams that represent undefined or
high-impedance state. Termination resistors maintain passive pull-
up state, orbus holddoes the previous state, during the shaded pe-
riod. There is no shaded period in general between the consecutive
burst-mode data (bi andbi+1) due tolatched protocol of GTL/GTL+
[7] and registered SDRAMmodules1. Recent high-performance
microprocessors, including the Pentium processor, manage cache
memories by themselves, and data sequences are not altered by the
SDRAM controller. However, additional delay is introduced by
page and/or row hit/miss [8]. Address sequence, on the other hand,
is altered because row and column addresses are multiplexed.

2.2 Bus-invert coding
The bus-invert coding has been introduced to reduce the bus activ-
ity: Hamming distance between the consecutive binary numbers.
If the Hamming distance of the two consecutive binary numbers is
more than half of the word length, the latter binary number is sent in
inverted polarity [3] by asserting an additional signal line that indi-
cates bus inversion. It can be used to reduce the weight (the number
of ones or zeros) of the binary numbers if the bus-inversion deci-
sion is made when the weight is more than half of the bus width
[4]. This paper formally describes the bus-invert coding schemes
and the power-cost functions to make a better bus-inversion deci-
sion.

Definition 1. Bus-invert coding ofB is defined byΦ=(B;Ξ;E)
where

B = (b0; :::;bl+1)is an input binary sequence where l is the

burst length.

Ξ = (ξ0; :::;ξl+1) is a set of Boolean variables representing

bus inversion where

ξi =

�
1; inversion of bi is disabled
0; inversion of bi is enabled

E = (e0; :::;el+11) is a sequence of encoded binary numbers.

The inversion of a bit is denoted byξi = jξi �1j. XOR is denoted
by ξi �ξ j = jξi �ξ j j.

1KMM377S2858AT2 by Samsung Electronics.
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Figure 2: Bus model of a high-performance memory system.

Definition 2. The Hamming-distance and the weight vectors of
B, H andW, are defined by

H = (h1; :::;hl+1) is a set of integers representing Hamming

distance between bi�1 and bi(1� i � l +1)

W = (w0; :::;wl+1) is a set of integers representing the

number of zeros of bi(0� i � l +1):

Burst-mode data sequence is denoted byD = (1;d1; :::;d4;1)2 as
shown in Figure 1. Bus-invert coding ofD is defined by letting
B = D. The first and the last 1s are the default bus state (usu-
ally pull-up). Thusw0 = 0 andw5 = 0. Burst-mode address se-
quence between a microprocessor and an SDRAM controller is de-
noted byC = (1;a1;1;1;1;1) because the microprocessor asserts
the start address of the burst sequence. Its bus-invert coding is de-
fined by lettingB = C. Thush1 = h2 = w1, andh3 = h4 = h5 =
w0 = w2 = w3 = w4 = w5 = 0. Burst-mode address sequence be-
tween the microprocessor and the SDRAM controller is denoted
by S= (1;a1;1;a3;1;1) as shown in Figure 1. Its bus-invert coding
is defined by lettingB = S. Soh1 = h2 = w1, h3 = h4 = w3, and
h5 = w0 = w3 = w4 = w5 = 0.

2.3 Power-cost function
The power cost function of the original burst-mode sequence is

fc
�
B
�
= cw

5

∑
i=0

wi +ch

5

∑
i=1

hi +9cs: (1)

We assume thattRCD+ tWR+ tPR = 5, without loss of generality,
throughout the paper. The power cost function of the encoded
burst-mode sequence is given by

fc
�
E
�

= cw

5

∑
i=0

�
ξiwi +ξi(n+1�wi )

�
+ch

5

∑
i=1

�
(ξi �ξi�1)hi +(ξi �ξi�1)(n+1�hi )

�
+9cs;

(2)

wherecw, ch and cs are power-cost coefficients associated with
theweight cost, theHamming-distance costand thecommon-mode
static cost, respectively. The coefficientscw, ch and cs are bus
specification-dependent. Section 3 gives a full detail of them. An
objective of this paper is to minimize the cost function.

3. POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
Memory subsystems of common microprocessor-based systems can
be illustrated as Figure 2. GTL/GTL+ is designed for high-speed,

2Burst length can be determined to 4, 8, or 16 according to the
cache line size.
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put is high, cs(0): output is low. VTTI =VCC for GTL+, VTTI =
VTT for SSTL 2).

low power signal transmission by reducing voltage swing [7]. It
has been used in Intel’s Pentium processors over years and is fa-
mous for the counter-connection between a microprocessor and an
SDRAM controller. The GTL/GTL+ output structure is open-drain,
and each end is terminated toVTT through the termination resistor,
50Ω RTE. The RTE draws static current when the logic state is
low. A VTT voltage regulator supplies the load current. The reg-
ulators are mostlylinear regulators3. So we have to count in the
power consumption in the regulator. The transmission line does not
change the power consumption because GTL/GTL+ performs inci-
dent wave switching and all the stored charges in the transmission
line are transferred to the other.

There is some degree of freedom in choosing buses betweenan
SDRAM controller and SDRAMs(Figure 2) according to the bus
frequency and the memory capacity. LVCMOS without termination
is justified only with a small number of DRAMs, short line length,
and slow slew rate. In contrast, as the number of DRAMs in-
creases, the line length becomes inevitably long and the bus drivers
should be powerful. Higher bandwidth demands sharper slew rate
and thus the ABT (Advanced BiCMOS Technology) or the LVT
drivers and series termination resistors (Figure 3 (b)). The BiC-
MOS drivers draw unsymmetrical static current, and source termi-
nation resistors increase dynamic power consumption proportional
to the round-trip delay of the transmission line because it allows
only reflected wave switching. SSTL2 is intended to improve op-
erations where buses must be isolated from relatively large stubs
[9]. Its termination structure has both a source termination resistor,
RTS(25Ω), and end termination resistors,RTE (50Ω at both ends)4.
High-performance systems (266MHz equivalent bus clock) adopt
DDR (Double Data Rate) SDRAMs5 to enhance the transfer rate;
SSTL 2 is commonly used for DDR SDRAM interface. Unlike

3LM3460-1.2, -1.5 by National Semiconductor.
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the open-drain output, its totem-pole output allows the termination
resistors (RTE+RTS) to draw current from the output toVTT regu-
lator even when the output is high. TheVTT regulator for SSTL2,
therefore, must be able to source as well as sink current6 while uni-
directional linear regulators are widely used as theVTT regulators
for GTL/GTL+; there is significant static current flow when the
output is high.

Figure 4 shows the static power consumption by the bus specifi-
cations. The bus drivers mostly draw the maximum static power
supply current when the output is low. We denote the maximum
and the minimum static power ascs(0) andcs(1), respectively. The
static power consumption is a linear function as given by

cs(1)+(1�d)(cs(0)�cs(1))
l + p

(3)

wherep is tRCD+tWR+tPR= 9, andd is the duty ratio of the signal.
We can denote the power-cost coefficients as follows:

cs =
cs(1)

9
; cw =

cs(0)�cs(1)
9

; ch =
CPD f

9
(4)

whereCPD is power dissipation capacitance, the slope of the dy-
namic power consumption, andf is the bus clock frequency. Figure
5 illustrates that the dynamic power consumption is proportional to
the switching frequency.

GTL+ consumes high static power; it has very largecw while cs is
very small. It also has comparablech as the frequency increases.

6ML6553 by Micro Linear.



LVT and ABT have virtually zerocs and very smallcw while they
have significantch. SSTL 2 draws significant static current as does
in GTL/GTL+. However, SSTL2 has largecs instead ofcw. In
addition, it has relatively smallch.

These imply that it would be important to reduce dynamic power
in LVT and ABT while static power in GTL+. However, the bus-
invert coding would not be effective in SSTL2 becausecs is large
but ch andcw are small. More detailed and systematic analysis is
described in the following sections.

4. BUS-INVERSION DECISION SCHEMES

4.1 Data bus encoding

4.1.1 Exiting bus-invert coding schemes
When no bus-invert coding is applied toD, E[wi ] = E[hi ] =

n
2

be-

causewi andhi have independent identical probability distributions
for random binary sequences. Thus the expected value of the power
cost function is given by

E
�

fc(EjB = D)
�
= 2ncw+

5
2

nch+9cs: (5)

wheren is the bus width and is usually an even number7. When the
bus-inversion decision is made by the Hamming distance, the ex-
pected value of the Hamming distance,E[hi ], is reduced toE[(hi ;n+
1�hi)] while the expected value of the weight,E[wi ] is not altered.
In other words,E[wi ] is independent on the bus-invert coding that
reduces the expected value of the Hamming distance,E[hi ]. We
derived the expected value taking the inversion bit into account:

E
�
min(hi ;n+1�hi )

�
=

n+1
2

�
1�P

h
X =

n
2

i�
(6)

whereX is thebinomial random variable, B

�
n;

1
2

�
, andP[X = r] =

nCr

�
1
2

�n

. Traditional bus-inversion decision reduces the Ham-

ming distance between the consecutive binary numbers [3]. This
paper names itHamming-distance-based decision. It has been in-
troduced assuming thatcw � 0. It is thus only applicable to high-
speed CMOS with bus hold function which is suitable to low per-
formance memory systems. When we apply it to the GTL/GTL+,
the ABT or the LVT drivers, it ignores the effect of the passive
pull-up states and the static power consumption. Thus the expected
power consumption is given by

E
�

fc(EjB = D)
�
= 2cw(n+1)

+

�
5
2
�

3
2

P
h
X =

n
2

i�
ch(n+1)+9cs:

(7)

The bus-invert coding can go by the weight of the binary numbers
[4]. We call it in this paperweight-based decision. It reduces the
expected value of the weights as follows:

E
�
min(wi ;n+1�wi )

�
=

n+1
2

�
1�P

h
X =

n
2

i�
(8)

Unlike the Hamming-distance-based decision, it also reduces the
Hamming distance at the same time. First, it reducesh1 and h5
becausew0 = w5 = 0 and thusw1 = h1 andw4 = h5.

7We assume throughout the paper thatn is an even number.

Lemma 1. The expected value of the Hamming distance of(n+

1)-bit,
n
2

-limited weight code is given by

E
h
hi jw�

n
2

i
=

n
2

∑
j=0

 
Bj

 n
2

∑
k=0

BkEjk

!!

where Br = P[X = r]+P[X = n� r] and

Ejk =
1

nCk

min( j;k)

∑
l=0

jCl (n� j)C(k�l)( j +k�2l):

PROOF. We left the proof out due to the limited space.

In addition, the E[hi ]s for i = 2;3;4 are reduced as well because

the binary numbers of the entire sequence become (n+1)-bit,
n
2

-

limited weight codes after the bus-inversion according to Lemma
1. The expected power consumption is given by

E
�

fc(EjB = D)
�
= 2cw(n+1)

�
1�P

h
X =

n
2

i�
+3chE

h
hi jw�

n
2

i
+ch(n+1)

�
1�P

h
X =

n
2

i�
+9cs:

(9)

E
h
hi jw�

n
2

i
= 4:164 whenn= 9 while E[hi ] = 4:5.

4.1.2 New bus-inversion decision strategy
This paper first takes the passive pull-up state into consideration. If
the Hamming-distance-based decision considers the passive pull-
up state, the expected power consumption is enhanced such that

E
�

fc(EjB = D)
�
=

�
2�

1
2

P
h
X =

n
2

i�
cw(n+1)

+

�
5
2
�2P

h
X =

n
2

i�
ch(n+1)+9cs:

(10)

The Hamming-distance-based and the weight-based decision take
into consideration only the current and the previous values, so they
may mislead the bus coding strategy to the local minimum because
the sequence always ends with the pull-up state. This paper intro-
duces alook-aheadscheme that exploits all the burst-mode data.
The controller makes the decision when it fills up the cache line
(read) so that there is no performance penalty. The look-ahead bus-
inversion decision first determinesξ1 andξ4 by the weight. Sec-
ondly, it determinesξ2 andξ3 by Table 1. The first step thus min-
imizes both the weight and the Hamming distance. This modifies
h2 andh4 to h02 andh04, respectively:

h02 = ξ1h2+ξ1(n+1�h2) (11)

h04 = ξ4h4+ξ4(n+1�h4): (12)

The symbols,and � in Table 1, represent the status of the con-
dition flags such that

wi ;h
c
i ;h

0c
i =

(
 ; wi ;hi ;h0i <

n+1
2

� ; otherwise
(13)

Table 1 does not guarantee to find the optimalΞ. Rather, it re-
duces the number ofbi andhi marked with� . The approximated
expected value of the power cost function is given by

E
�

fc(EjB = D)
�
�

n+1
32

�
77cw+70ch� (51cw+61ch)P

h
X =

n
2

i�
+9cs:

(14)



Table 1: ξ2 and ξ3 table.
before Ξ after

wc
2 wc

3 h
0c
2 hc

3 h
0c
4 ξ2 ξ3 wc

2 wc
3 h

0c
2 hc

3 h
0c
4

     1 1     

    � 1 1     �

   �  1 1    � 

   � � 1 0  �   

  �   1 1   �  

  �  � 1 1   �  �

  � �  0 1 �    

  � � � 1 0  � �  

 �    1 1  �   

 �   � 1 0    � 

 �  �  1 0     �

 �  � � 1 0     

 � �   1 1  � �  

 � �  � 0 0 �    

 � � �  1 0   �  �

 � � � � 1 0 �    

�     1 1 �    

�    � 1 1 �    �

�   �  0 1   �  

�   � � 0 1   �  �

�  �   0 1    � 

�  �  � 0 0  �   

�  � �  0 1     

�  � � � 0 1     �

� �    0 0   �  �

� �   � 0 0   �  

� �  �  0 1  � �  

� �  � � 1 0 �    

� � �   0 0     �

� � �  � 0 0     

� � � �  0 0  �   

� � � � � 0 0    � 

4.2 Address bus coding
When no bus-invert coding is applied, the expected values of the
power cost functions are as follows:

E
�

fc(C)
�

=
1
2

cw(n+1)+ch(n+1)+9cs: (15)

E
�

fc(S)
�

= cw(n+1)+2ch(n+1)+9cs: (16)

Simply the weight-based decision introduces the optimal bus en-
coding in the burst-mode address sequence:

E
�

fc(EjB = C)
�
=

n+1
2

(cw+2ch)
�

1�P
h
X =

n
2

i�
+9cs (17)

E
�

fc(EjB = S)
�
= (n+1)(cw+2ch)

�
1�P

h
X =

n
2

i�
+9cs (18)

5. IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 7 shows the lookahead data bus encoder for the burst-mode
data sequences. We use twothreshold elements; (c = 0 if wi +

ξi >
n+1

2
). We implemented the encoder using Xilinx FPGA

XC4010XL. The pipelined architecture is suitable to flip-flop abun-
dant architecture of the Xilinx XC4000 series FPGA [10]. Data
path libraries are composed by LogiBLOX. The lookahead encoder
uses 34 CLBs and 39 flip flops; its cost is trivial in view of the com-
plexity of modern digital systems.
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Figure 7: Lookahead bus encoder for burst-mode data se-
quences.

Table 2: Analytic expected values of power consumption
(mW/signal) (no: no encoding, Hm: Hamming-distance-based,
W: weight-based, and LA: lookahead).

bus f (MHz) no Hm W LA
33 49.0 53.6 41.2 43.2
66 56.8 60.9 48.6 50.3GTL+

100 64.8 68.4 56.2 57.6
133 72.5 75.7 63.6 64.6
33 7.2 7.0 6.6 6.5
66 12.9 12.4 12.1 11.7LVT

100 18.9 18.0 17.8 17.2
133 24.7 23.4 23.3 22.4
33 12.4 12.5 12.1 12.2
66 13.7 13.7 13.3 13.3SSTL 2

100 14.9 14.9 14.5 14.4
133 15.7 15.6 15.2 15.1

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance analysis has been conducted assuming that the bus
encoding schemes are applied byte-wise: four encoders for a 32bit
bus. Because the simple weight-based decision scheme leads to the
optimal bus-invert coding for the burst-mode address sequence, the
performance evaluation is performed only to the data bus encoders.
Tables 2 and 3 show the analytic expected values and the simula-
tion result with uniformly distributed random data, which are quite
close with each other. They show that the Hamming-distance-based
decision offers very small amount of power reduction even when
cw � ch because it does not count on the pull-up state between the
consecutive burst-mode transfers, and thus misleads the inversion
decision of the first data in the sequence. This is more dominant
in GTL+ of which power consumption even increases due to the
cost of the inversion bit. It justifies that the bus encoding schemes
should pay attention to the actual bus-transaction protocols rather
than the program flow.

Weight-based decision shows quite a good performance because it
also reduces the Hamming distance. Its performance is comparable
to others, which are more complex than the weight-based decision,
especially for GTL+ in whichcw > ch. In contrast, the performance
degradation becomes distinct as the operating frequency increases
for LVT or ABT in which cw � ch. The weight-based decision,
however, is still a good cost-effective method even when there is
only small portion of static power consumption in the case of the
SDRAM burst-mode transfer.

The lookahead decision scheme suggested in this paper also shows
excellent performance. The lookahead decision scheme does not
require tuning by the operating frequency and the types of buses



Table 3: Expected power consumption by random data simu-
lation (mW/signal) (no: no encoding, Hm: Hamming-distance-
based, W: weight-based, LA: lookahead, and Opt: optimal).

program bus f (MHz) no Hm W LA Opt
33 49.2 53.6 41.1 41.1 41.1
66 57.0 60.9 48.5 48.3 48.1GTL+

100 65.0 68.4 56.1 55.6 55.3
133 72.7 75.7 63.5 63.2 62.0
33 7.2 7.0 6.6 6.4 6.1
66 12.9 12.4 12.1 11.5 10.9random LVT

100 18.9 18.0 17.8 16.8 16.0
133 24.7 23.4 23.2 21.8 20.8
33 12.4 12.5 12.1 12.1 12.1
66 13.7 13.7 13.3 13.2 13.2SSTL 2

100 14.9 14.9 14.5 14.3 14.2
133 15.7 15.6 15.2 15.0 14.9
33 71.1 52.6 23.6 23.6 23.6
66 78.1 57.9 27.1 27.1 27.0GTL+

100 85.3 63.3 30.8 30.6 30.5
133 92.3 68.6 34.3 34.2 33.9
33 7.4 5.5 3.3 3.2 3.2
66 12.6 9.4 5.9 6.0 5.7CRC LVT

100 18.0 13.5 8.7 8.7 8.3
133 23.2 17.4 11.3 11.2 10.7
33 13.1 12.3 11.1 11.1 11.1
66 14.2 13.2 11.7 11.7 11.7SSTL 2

100 15.4 14.0 12.3 12.3 12.3
133 16.1 14.5 12.6 12.6 12.5
33 66.4 50.5 26.1 26.1 26.1
66 73.1 55.8 30.0 30.0 29.9GTL+

100 80.1 61.2 34.2 34.0 33.9
133 86.7 66.4 38.1 38.1 37.6
33 7.0 5.4 3.7 3.6 3.5
66 12.0 9.3 6.6 6.6 6.3DCT LVT

100 17.2 13.4 9.7 9.6 9.2
133 22.1 17.3 12.7 12.5 11.9
33 12.9 12.2 11.3 11.3 11.3
66 14.0 13.1 11.9 11.9 11.9SSTL 2

100 15.1 13.9 12.6 12.5 12.5
133 15.7 14.4 12.9 12.9 12.8

while it reduces the weight and the Hamming-distance cost at the
same time; it is robust to the ratio ofcw andch. It makes possible
to compose a unified bus encoder/decoder when different types of
buses form a hierarchy (e. g., GTL+ and SSTL2), which helps to
reduce the cost.

Table 3 illustrates the actual performance of each bus-inversion
decision scheme. They show similar ranking of performance en-
hancement among each other while the quantity of the power reduc-
tion is much more optimistic (up to 67.5% reduction) than the ana-
lytic and the random-data simulation results because the trace data
is correlated with each other and there are more zeros than ones on
the bus before bus encoding. The power reduction ratio in SSTL2
is much smaller than that of others becausecs, the common-mode
static power, is much larger thancw andch.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper exploits bus encoding techniques for low power, high-
performance memory systems. We discovered that the static power
is significant in high-performance buses. We also demonstrated that
the data sequence can be altered by the bus specification.

We introduced new bus-inversion decision schemes based on accu-
rate power consumption models and access protocols which are di-
rectly applicable to high performance memory systems such as the
Pentium processor-based portable computers. Performance analy-

sis including mathematical analysis and simulation studies showed
that the lookahead encoder makes virtually optimal bus-invert de-
cision in burst-mode transfer regardless of the environmental vari-
ation (clock frequency, driver type, and termination structure,i. e.,
the ratio of static and dynamic power consumption).
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